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Notation and definitions.
A Boolean algebra S3 has the property (I) if and only if for any sequences {x n } and {y n } in 8$ satisfying x n^ym for all n, m, there exists xel such that x n^x^yn for all n. This condition is equivalent to the condition: given any sequences {a n } and {b n } in 8ÏÏ satisfying a n Aa m =0, b n Ab m =0 for nj^m and a n Ab m =0 for all n, m, there exists an element am 8$ such that a^a n and b n Aa=0 for all n.
Unless signified otherwise, 8% will be used in this paper to denote a Boolean algebra with the property (I). The symbol X denotes a Banach space and X* its Banach space dual.
A finitely additive fx:8S->X is bounded whenever there exists M>0 such that 11/^)11= M for all b e 8fl\ ju, is said to be strongly bounded if IIMOII-^0 as n->oo for each disjoint sequence e l9 
^ K(OII -K(/*)ll -K(^H K(OII -KO. A on, which by (5), (3) and (4) is >As-s-{n-\)ej2 n -e^e.
Since \\f* in (c)\\>e holds for infinitely many n 9 lim w /J W (C)-I-»0, a contradiction.
The proofs of some of the corollaries yielded by Theorem 1 are, for the most part, minor alterations to proofs presented elsewhere; in these cases the appropriate references are given. COROLLARY PROOF. The boundedness of ju follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem and Corollary 1.1 applied to the functions f[x n , f\x where ƒ e X*. For each n let B n =ju n (&) and let F be the closed linear span of \J n ^w By the definition of ^ and Mazur's theorem we have ix{8$)^ F. We claim that F is weakly compactly generated.
For each n, let M n =sup{\\ju n (b)\\:b e 88). Let B= \J n Bj(n • M n ). The closed linear span of B is F and B is relatively weakly compact. To see the last assertion, let {y n } be a sequence in B. Since each /u n is strongly bounded, B n9 and hence B n j{n • M n ), is relatively weakly compact [14] . So if {y n } returns infinitely often to one of the Bj(n • Af n )'s, we can extract a weakly convergent subsequence. If {y n } does not return infinitely often to any B n j(n • M n ) then there exist strictly increasing sequences (m k ) and (n k ) of positive integers such that y mjc e B n J(n k • M nj ) for each k. It follows that ||j> m J|^l/7ifc-~*0 as k-*oo. Thus {j n } has a norm convergent subsequence.
With the proof proceeding as in [2, Theorem 3] we have the following Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem. ö uniformly in n.
